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It was a frigid cold night on the icy and rugged slopes of the Ural Mountains when nine experienced

hikers died. Their case is one which is shrouded in mystery; it is known as the Dyatlov Pass

Incident. The events that conspired the evening of February 2, 1959, will forever be unknown, but

what we do know for sure is that the hikers cut their way out of the safety and warmth of their tents

in the middle of the night. They ran down to the snow and ice covered woods wearing nothing more

than their undergarments. They were never seen alive again. When the hikers failed to return from

their trip search parties were sent out. They found the hikers spread throughout the forest nearly

naked, barefoot, and dead. Four of the nine hikers had internal injuries and one of them, Ludmila

Dubinina, had significant damage to her eye as well as her tongue ripped out. On a piece of

newspaper left behind in the tent the hikers had scribbled these words: â€œFrom now on we know

that the snowmen exist.â€• Why would nine experienced hikers leave in such haste that they cut

their way out of their tent. What were they running from? What threat is so terrifying that it could lead

a rational person to run into an ice and snow covered terrain without shoes wearing nothing but

undergarments? They had clothes in their tents specifically designed to keep them warm and safe

from hypothermia in those exact environmental conditions. What scared them so much? Skeptics

would have you believe the culprit is anything but the Yeti. How could they otherwise, they have

excluded the possibility because they refuse to lend any credibility to its existence, which is fair

enough. However, I have seen the Yetiâ€™s cousin in Washington State, and it was not a pleasant

encounter. I know that the cryptid megafauna primate Bigfoot exists. He is as real as you and I and

he is dangerous. What happened that evening will always be disputed. But there is no doubt that

their story is not unique. People have been mysteriously disappearing in the wilderness for over a

century and most likely long before that. In part, I am sure it is due to violent Bigfoot encounters.
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I love the mystery this book is trying to inculcate to the minds of the readers. The scenes are surreal

enough not to be fully engaged in every line the author wrote. It is not difficult to imagine yourself

like you're in the actual situation as the author was so good at presenting the chronology of the

events. I love reading mystery stories and this one is one of my favorites. I highly recommend this to

those who want to experience goosebumps and to those who want to act like detectives guessing

as to how true the theories are for the disappearances of the victims over the years.

I made the mistake of reading this book at my cabin in the middle of nowhere. After reading it, I

made sure to carry my gun. These are stories about irate bigfoots. The author starts off with a

couple of the old stories like Bauman and Ostman, but then moves on to other stories I haven't

heard before, including his own encounter. The stories were scary, the author did a good job

describing the encounters. I would recommend this book.

Riding on the back of David Paulides' books?Having read the books by David Paulides 411 books,

this doesn't come close.The phenomenon of Bigfoot behind behind the disappearance of people

who are hiking or camping is a scary one- but i have already read the books by these other authors

so i don't know why anyone would pay for a book that has rehashed stories from other storiesVery

disappointed to now buy a book and read someone else's stories in these Jerome Kelly books

Nice read. I've heard the myth about the big-foot since I was a child, Although I never consider

myself a fanatic of the stories but after reading this book and understand how it can be connected

and picture out everything. I having a second thought's now. I like it. A well developed Characters

like Oastman discuss some fact and deliver the story in the simplest and easy to understand

manner. Nice book.

I found myself fascinated with cryptozoology. Of all the true Bigfoot encounters I came across I

related most to the more terrifying Bigfoot stories. This book is a collection of those Bigfoot stories.

Mine and Several Other Violent and True Bigfoot stories! The author did a great job. I would highly



recommended to read this book everyone.

I don't give 5 stars lightly, it's just that too many authors feel that reviews should all be a standing

ovation when honestly a polite golf clap is what the book deserves. This is not one of those books

and neither is this author a golf clap sort of guy. I believe whole heartedly that Bigfoot is real, I

believe that they are elusive and reclusive and would like to be left alone. We as humans find it hard

to keep to our own back yard and instead put ourselves in harm's way and in the hunting territory of

large dangerous animals. We could encounter a animal with unbelievable strength and the cunning

of a human who takes an exception to our invading his turf. If you want to study cryptozoology about

Bigfoot, you will find no better author and no better collections of testimonials from the common lay

person than Mr. Kelly's works.

Interesting read. I looked up a few of the stories and found that they weren't just fiction. I liked this

book as it brings together many unanswered questions and sightings, very interesting for those that

love Cryptozoology. The amount of detail in some of the stories would make you think you were

there.

Or nights, with technology's advancement of a camera on every phone and mobile device...Just

saying... I've been in the Pacific Northwest. We humans need to accept there are things we can't

explain and obviously possible to be bigger than us!!Great read.And if you don't believe, just read it

for fun!
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